Advanced Document Workflow for Professionals.
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Productivity.

Dispatcher Phoenix Professional is a powerful document workflow application
that includes all of the standard functionality of Dispatcher Phoenix Foundations along with
additional features, such as file parsing, advanced job routing, and connecting to document
management systems. With its important support for image processing, routing, and printing
tasks, Dispatcher Phoenix Professional is powerful enough to handle any business workflow. And
its user-friendly, graphical Workflow Builder tool makes creating workflows both simple and fast.
Whether it’s sending documents to key recipients, customizing complex print jobs, or indexing
documents and folder browsing from the MFP panel, Dispatcher Phoenix Professional can handle
all of your document processing needs, improving workplace productivity and saving your business
both time and money.

Route Jobs with Automated Ease.
Control costs with advanced routing capabilities.
Dispatcher Phoenix Professional comes with several
routing processes, including Color Route, Page Count
Route, and Metadata Routing. Large jobs can be
automatically directed to more efficient high-volume
printers. Files can be routed to appropriate printers based
on whether they are color or B&W.

Customize Print Files Automatically.
Increase the power of your workflow with Dispatcher
Phoenix Professional’s comprehensive set of
parsing tools, which evaluate and process files
based on user-defined rules. Print jobs that usually
involve multiple manual steps can be completely
automated, freeing up valuable resources. From
simple word replacement to inserting tray calls into
print streams, parsing can be a valuable tool in
your workflow.
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Automation.

Process automation ideal for all businesses,
print shops, and CRDs. Streamline your document processing with
Dispatcher Phoenix Professional, Konica Minolta’s advanced document
workflow solution. With this easy-to-use and powerful solution, you can
scan, index, and route documents directly from the MFP panel, using
database lookups and field auto-population for quick and easy indexing.
And the folder browsing feature allows you to browse through your PC’s
folder structure at the MFP to choose a specific folder to store your
documents in.

Connect to Document Management Systems.
Connect to popular document management
systems, such as Microsoft SharePoint®. You can
scan, index, and upload your files to SharePoint
directly from the MFP or streamline the process via
an automated workflow. Customizable to suit your
needs, this connector offers you the flexibility you
need to access, share, and secure your documents.
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Expand.

Expand the Application as your needs change... you can enhance the functionality of your
workflow with optional add-in modules, such as:

File Conversion:
Convert files to PDF file formats, such
as PDF Searchable and PDF/A for
archiving, or popular Microsoft Office
formats, such as Word and Excel.
Bates Stamp:
Apply an unlimited number
of Bates stamps (counters, page
numbers, dates, etc.) in any
position on the page.
OCR:
Use OCR zones to extract data from
scanned documents. Rename, route
and identify files based on OCR
results, or import extracted data into
a back-end application.

Barcode Processing:
Barcode recognition allows you to
route, split, name, and annotate files
based on barcode value. Support for
standard as well as 2D barcodes is
provided.

Forms Processing:
Use advanced pattern matching to
search for and process important
information, such as Social Security
Numbers, Telephone Numbers, and
Credit Card Numbers.

Redaction:
Permanently remove sensitive
or confidential information from
documents with intelligent Redaction
technology.

Print Release Solution:
Hold print jobs in a queue until
release at the MFP by an
authenticated user with Release2Me,
a convenient print release solution
that helps our customers secure
their confidential information and
eliminate unwanted or duplicate
copies. With this easy-to-use feature,
our customers can also specify print
settings, such as number of copies,
at the control panel before their
jobs are released. Since users only
print out the documents they need,
Release2Me helps companies secure
their print outs and reduce their
overall printing costs.

Connectors:
Other connectors to popular content
management systems are available
to you. You can connect to OnBase®
by Hyland, Microsoft OneDrive,
Worldox® by World Software,
Workshare, Box, Dropbox, OneDrive,
WebDAV, FilesAnywhere, and
FileAssist, Konica Minolta’s cloudbased document management
solution.

Visit kmbs.konicaminolta.us/
dispatcherphoenix for more
information on other Dispatcher
Phoenix offerings.
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